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ANALYTICAL DERIVATION AND EXPERIMEhJTAL EVALUATION OF SHORT-BEARING
APPROXIMATION FOR FULL JOURNAL BEARINGS 1

By GEORGEB. DUBOISandWED W. OCTIRK

.

SUMMARY

An approximate analytical solution including t-i.e e~ect of
end leakage jrom the &@m oj short pluin bearinga ie pre.wnted
became of the i?nportu?we of end?-k?e~ in sleeve bearing8 of
the slwrt lengths commonly med. T/w analytical approximu$ion
is supported by experimental datu, remdting in charts which
jaci.hhte analyti oj 8h0’t pbin bearing8. T/h? aWhJt&%.! ap-
proximation include8 the endwiae $ow and thai part oj the cir-
cumferential jlow whizh ti related to zurjm velocity and @m
thickness but negleci%the e&t oj@m pre+wureon the oireumjer-
ential $w. In practical we, thti approximation applti8 bat
to be&ing8 having a length-diameter ratio up to 1, and the e$ects
oj .&@ic deflection, inlet oil premure, and chungtx oj c-?.+m~ance
with temperature minimize the relative importance of the neg-
lected term. % analytid approximation ww found to be an
eirtm”on oj a little-known pree8wre&&.butti junction orig-
inally propo8ed by MicheU and CarduUo.

Tiw experhen.kd data on a I%-inch Au> ti sph+om 600
to 6,000 rpm and bearing load-sup to 900 pouno% per 8quare inch
are in usejw? agreemeni with the analytical eurvm for len@h-
o?iameter ratw8 oj %, $, and 1. f%tgb he8 applying to lld
ratio8 up to 1 are obtuimd by using bank nondimenmhud qum-
titi+x derived jrom the theoretical analysis. % reciprocal of the
load number is th S’ommerjeld number tim~ the 8~re oj tie
lengthdumeter ratio. The .fricihn ratio enabh8 the ji.cti.on
to be estimuted directlpfiom tlw Pttro~~ian culcuikted ai no
load, avoidi~ tlu use oj a friction co@.&ent. The oil @w
jactor redu.ca oil $?Owto a single line when pld.ed agaimt am
empifl”cal nwdijication oj the load numbw. Methods are aho
discussedjor approximating a maximum bearing temperature
for premme-hb+mted bearing8 and & evabu.sting the e~ect of
de$ectim or mimdinmumt on the ecc-”city rhtw at the end
of a beuring.

INTRODUCTION

The end leakage of oil flow has a predominant effect on
narrow plain bearings, and an approximate solution including
end-leakage effects would be useful. The following analytical
and experimental investigation of such a solution was con-
ducted at the School of Mechanical Engineering of Cornell
Univemity, Ithaca, New York, under the sponsorship and
with the iinancial aid of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

Most investigators have based their functions on exact
or appro.tiate mathematical solutions of Reynolds’ equation
(ref. 1):

(1)

Kingsbury (ref. 2) determined the pressure distribution in
the oil iilm of fite journal bearings satisfying equation (1)
by an experimental electrical analogy. Christopherson
(ref. 3) determined the film pressure in journal bearings of
finite length by utilbing the mathematical method of
‘(relaxation.” Cameron and Wood (ref. 4) have extended the
work of Christopherson to show the effect of lengthdismeter
ratio on eccentricity ratio, attitude angle, and friction
coefficient. In all cases, the3e solutions are given to exprew
natural phenomena in the oil h on the basis of Reynolds’
assumptions regarding lubrication, the most important
assumption being that certain terms in the generalized
Navier%okes equations (refs. 5 and 6) for flow in a viscous
fluid may be neglected.

Solutions of Reynolds’ equation, often termed approximate
solutions, have been realized by considering eitherthe second
term or the @t term of the left side of equation (1) equal
to zero. Such solutions for pressure distribution give
considerably simpliikd mathematical relationships among
the ‘variables. They are. exact solutions in the sense that
they satisfy equation (1) for the case of a bearing of infinite
axial length on the one hand and for the irdnitely short
bearing on the other hand. However, they are regarded as
approximate solutions when used to determine the pressure
distribution-in benrings of iinite len@.

Sommerfeld (ref. 7) and Harrison (ref. 8) presented a
holution for journal bmrings by assuming bp~z=O, thus
ehminating the seeond of the lefbhand terms of equation (1).
Such an assumption states that there is no endwise flow m
in the case of an i.niinitelylong bearing.

Miehell (ref. 9) suggested a solution for the journal bearing
by dropping the first of the lefbhand terms in Reynolds’
equation. Cardullo (ref. 10) presented this solution as
giving the pr~ure distribution in journal bearings of ii+%
lengths usually found in engineering practice.

Beeause the Miohell-Cmdullo solution neglects the iirst
of the left+hand terms in eqtiation (l), it has been regarded
as limited to bearings of infinitely short length. However,
as indicated in the detailed treatment of this report, this
assumption includes endwise flow and that part of the
circnmferentifd flow which is proportional to journal surface,
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velocity and varying h thiclmess but neglects the effect
of oil h pressure on the circnmferentij flow.

Experimental measurements of pressure distribution in
finite journal bearings were obtained by lMcKee and McKee
(ref. 11) sometime after the mathematical treatments of
Michel.1 rmd Cardullo were published and discussed. On
comparison, it was shown that the theoretical Sommerfeld-
Harrison distribution was not in agreement with the experi-
mental data. Bradford and Grunder (ref. 12), after con-
ducting e.sperimauts, also demonstrated that the Harrison
theory did not agree for finite cazes. Almost no effort was
made to compare the MicheLLCarduUo theory with the
experiments although a comment w= made by Hersey in
reference 11 that Rouze had found the Michell-Cardullo
theory to be in better agreement with experiment than was,
the Sommerfeld-Harrison theory.

This report extends the short-bearing pressure-distribution
function of Michell and Cardullo to give equations for the
various bearing characteristics. This shor~beariqg approxi-
mation makw available formuhw relating eccentricity ratio
to applied load, attitude angle, angular position of peak
film pressure, friction, required oil flow, and the ratio of
peak film pressure to unit preswre on projected area. Basic
nondimensional quantities called the load ,number, the
capacity number, the friction ratio, and the oil flow- factor
are derived which simplify the prediction of short-bwing
performance. .

Experimental oil iilm pr-ure data obtained by McKee’
and McKee (ref. 11) and DuBois, Mabie, and Ocvirk (ref. 13)
indicate that the short-bearing pressure-distribution function
is in reasonable agreement with natural phenomena for
bewings having a lengthdiameter ratio near 1. This
agreement motivated the experimental program ‘of this
report to provide bearing-performance data for compar-
ison with the analytical’ curves from the shor~betying
approximation.
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constants of integration
load number
diametral dearanc.q 2c,, in.
diametmdclearance ratio
radial chxwmce, in.
radial clearance ratio
bearing diametw, in.
eccentricity of journal and bearing WW-S,in.
circumferential bearing friction force under load, lb
friction ratio .
friction calibration factor, in-lb@. mercury
circumferential bearing friction force at zero load,

lb, 2i#flld(d/cd)
tilction coefficient, F/I’
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u, v, w

% Y>z
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dl’

()()friction vagiable, j ~ ~

local fluid fibn thiCkIl@9, in.

fluid film thickness at closest approach, c,(1 —n), in.
peak-pressure ratio, pmlp’
bearing length, in.
length-diameter ratio
friction torque, in-lb
integer
journal speed, rpm “
journal speed, rps
eccentricity ratio or attitude, e/c,
horizontal component of eccentricity ratio” .
vertical component of eccentricity ratio
applied central load, lb
components of appIied load para~el agd normaI LO

line of centers of journal and bearing, lb
local fluid film pwsure, lb/sq in.
peak pressure in fluid fibn, lb/sq in.
oiI pressure at inlet to bearing, lb/sq in.
pressure at 0=0 and r in theory of bearing with-

out endwise flow, lb/sq in.
unit pressure on projected area, lb/sq in.
rate of total oiI flow from bearing, in.3/sec
rate of fluid flow required for converging oil film,

in.s/sec
rate of oil flow, lbhnin.

iv’
oil flow factor, Q/Q,= (?/T&d ~ n= q~/n

iv’
required ofi flow number, ~r/~kd ~

flow per unit time in z- and z-directions, in.3/sec
bearing radius, in.

Somerfeld number, ~(~] .

temperature, “F
surface speed of journal, in./sec
local flnid.ti velocities in z-, y-, and z-directions,

in.]sec
coordinat.+x
angle measured from load line to location of peak

iilin pressure, deg
angle measured from maximum fihn thiokness
angle measured from location of maximum film

thicknew to location of peak ilbn pressure, deg
absolute viscosity of fluid, reyns or centi-

poises/(6 .9X10e)
fluid shearing stress in z- and z-directions, lb/sq in.
nttitude angle, angle between load line and line of

centers of journal and bearing, deg

ANALYTICALDETERMINATIONOFPRESSUREDISTRIBUTION
IN SHORT JOURNALBEARINGS

The early portion of the following analysis embodies tho
assumptions and analytical reasonjng employed by Reynolds
(ref. 1) to yield equation- (1).
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ANALYSISPOLLOtiNG REYNOLDS’METEOD

When acted upon by a normal central load, the rotating
journal is made to displace with respect to the stationary
bearing such that he element of fluid dz, dy, and dz of
figuro 1 moves in a converging flrn of oil. Became the fluid
is viscous, the rotatiug journal causes the element to flow
into the wedge at a circumferential velociQ u; since the oil
iihn is of iinite extent in the axial direction of the bearing,
the element has a velocity w in the endwise direction.

Both bearing and journal are of length 1“and diameter d
or mdius r. The journal rotates at- a constant angular
velocity having a surface velocity of U with respect to the

I stationary bearing surface. Because the centers of the
bearing O and the journal O’ are displaced by an amount e,
the oil film will be of variable thiclmem h. It is assumed
that tho circumferential dimension of the iilm may bo
unwrapped such that the fluid is essentiallymoving between
surfaces, one of which, may be considered a plane. The
coordinates z, ~, and z are cho~n ~ show ~-e 1 SU~
that the x-direction is circumferential, the @irection is
mdial, and the z-direction is measured from the center of
the bearing parallel to the bemiig and jouiml axes.

l?igure 2 shows the forces which are assumed to act on the
fluid element in huninar flow at an arbitrary location in the
converging oil flmo In both z- and z-directions it is a.s-

,sumcd that shearing stressesT=and ~. and normal pressures
p me acting as shown. In the z-direction, for example, two
shearing vectors and two normal vectom are assumed; in

Joumol oxls..,

@

Eccentricity, e
Bearing OXk.-. “ ,

oirirmd~ of ---- - “ ~
7“” \

7

-.

Mox. OH--- ‘“- ..1 !7

,Rotofirq journol

/

A* “w

‘Fluid element *

Fmmm 1.—Fluid element in converging oil film of cylindrkal bearing
with endwfse flow.
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/7 ‘y dz
/
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J

;2. -

“d’’%%= , -1.4!-’- -u ~

,0) ‘- 1--1
‘-WelOcity vectors

./w’/ of ebllent

(b)

(.) Inz-dimction whem~j=~. (b) In z-direotion whwe~=&*
&aQ

FIwaE 2.—Assumed forces acting on fluid element.

the general case, two additional shearing vectors should be
shown acting on the sides of the element, but these are
considered negligible.

Assuming that static equilibrium of an incompressible
Eluidprevails and that inertia forces are negligible, the
mrnmation of forces in the z-direction and separately in
the z-direction results in the following relationships between
&earing and normal pressures. In the following discussion,
because of similarmathematical treatment, equations apply-
ing h. the z-direction are developed in parallel with equations
in the z-direction. Thus

br= Z@—= — .
ay ax

(2)

(2a)

The shearing stress acting between layers of viscous fluid
in laminar flow is dependent upon the inverse slope of the
velocity profile as given below:

au
T.= ~ ~ (3)

ala
‘*=P ~ ‘(3a)

where wis the absolute viscosiW of the fluid;
Differentiating equations (3) and (3a) with respect to y

and substituting in equations (2) and (2a) give

(4)

(4a)

Eqtiations (4) and (4a) are integrated to give variations of
velocities u and w with respect to y (velocity profiles) by
assuming that the viscosity and pressure are constant
throughout the oil fi thickness. Thus, P, 3p/bx, and
appz are constants with respect to y. Asxmning that no
slip exists between fluid and bearing surfaces, the boundary
conditions are: u=O and w=O at Y=O; u= U and w=O
at y=h. Integrating equations (4) and (4a) yields

(5)

(tia)

The forms of equations (5) and (5a) show that the velocity
proiiles are.ptmabolic. It maybe seen that for the velocity
profile in the circumferential direction the fi8t term of
equation (6) givtx a linear oelocity pro~ indicated by the
dashed line in figure 3 and the second term makes the profile
parabolic.
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FKWRE3.—Velocity proiik in oil illrn.

((a) In z-direction where ~= ~& ~)dz.

‘). ‘*c’ionwhem’.=(% s9&-

FIGURE4.-Quantity of flow per unit time through elemental plane.

wd

FIGURR5.-Quant.itka of flow entering and leaving fluid element as

o given by ~ dz~ dz=o.

The velocity profiles may be used to determine the
quantities of fluid flow per unit of timein%lm x- ‘hnd z-@rec-
tions. The quantity G is the flow in the z-direction through
a transverse ph-me having the area h dz; the quantity g=
is the flow in the z-direction through an area h o%as shown
in figure 4. These qu~titiea may be expressed as foIlows:

J
Uh h’ @ ~zq,= h

( )
u dy dz= ~———

12P ax
(6)

o

J

h
**=

o ‘d’dz=(-ia)d’ ‘6’)

Considering the flow of fluid through an elemental volume
of dimensions h, ok, and dz as shown in &u.re 5, an equation
of continui~ of flow may be writ@n since it is required
that the quantity entering must be equal to the quantity
leaving. A steady state of flow is assumed. Thus,.

b% dz
~ dz+q.+xq.+ !?s= !7.+ ~z

a%dz=ok’ dz+=
ax

(7)

Equation

FOR AERONAUTICS

(7) indicates that th; increase of the rnte of
flow ‘ti one &_ection is equal to the decrease in the rate of
flow in the other direction. Substituting in equation (7)
the proper derivatives of equations (6) and (6a) and assum-
ing that the’ viscosity is constant in all regions of tbo fluid
result in Reynolds’ equation in the form of equation (1).

PRINCIPALASSUMPTIONFOR SHORT BRARINGS

The following analysis results in the pressure-distribution
function as given by Michell and Cardullo. The principal
simplifying assumption made in this analysis is one regard..
ing equation (6) for the flow@ the z-direction, namely, thnt,
of tie t]vo right-hand terms, the second is negligible com-
pared with the tit. Referring to figure 3(0), the first.
term represents the flow as given by the mea of tlw tri-
angular portion of the velocity profile; the area of th~
profile between the dashed line and the parabolic curve i~
considered to be small by comparison. This does not mean
that i3p/2wis nee.essiarilysmall,but that the term h’/l2~@p/bx)
is -. Thus, it is assumed that.

. . .
(8)

Comparing equ~tion (8) with equation (6), it may bo seen
that the assumption made results eventually in tll~ omi&
sion of the fit of the left-hand terms in Reynolds’ equation ●

(eq. (l)). The solution which follows will therefore include
@t part of the circumferential flow proportional to journal
surface velocity and varying &n thickness but ivill nogloct
the effect of circumferential pree9ure gradient on this flow
by ohange in circumferential flow will directly influence
the &al flow apd the axial pressure gradient,

The shape of the bearing as given by the length Jand the
diameter d atlects the relationship between the circumfer-
ential and axial pressure gradienti. Both gradients depmd
upon the distfmce from the point of maximum film pressuro
to a boundary where the pressure is zero. For the cir-
cumferential gradient this distance is related to rd/4 and it
is related to 1/2 for the &al gradient. Thus, as 1 becomes
small compared with d, the circumferential gradient becomes
small compared with the tial gradient.

Neglecting the effect of circumferential pressure gradient
on the flow, the ratea of change of flow in the z- rmd z-
directions are given by differentiating equations (8) and (60):.

Equation (9) is a result of the above assumption and
indicatea that, when the flow is into the converging oil
film, the decrease in flow in the &cumferential direction is
due primarily to a decrease in film thickness. Substituting
equations (9) and (9a) in the continuity equ~tion (7) results
in the simple differential equation:

(lo)
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Referring to Reynolds’ equation (eq. (l)) it is seen that
,cquation (10) lacks the first left-hand term. Since h is not
a function of z, equation (10) may be written:

(lOa)

Further, since none of the terms on the right-hand side of
equation (lOa) are functions of z, double [integration gives

.

The constant of integration 0, maybe evaluated from -the
boundary condition that dp/dz=O at z=O for symmetrical
flow about the transverse plane of symmetry at the center of
the bearing. From the condition that pressures at the ends
of the bearing are at the atmosph-eric datum of zero gage
pressure, Cz may be determined from p=O at z= 51/2.
Thus the pressure distribution as a function of z and z is
given by

(11)

Since dx=r d9, equation (11) may be given in polar coordi-
nates

3PU dh 2X lZ .
()

p== ~ ––
4

For the journal axis displaced e with respect to
axis, the fdm thickn- maybe approximated by

h=c,+e cm O=c,(l +n cm 0)

(ha)

the bearing

(12)

where G is the radial clearanca and n is the eccentrici~ ratio,
or attitude of the journal with respect to bearing, given by
the.ratio e/cr. As shown in figure 1, 0 is measured fim the
station where tho & is of ._nm thickness. Thus

dh
3= ‘Cm ‘h e

(12a)

Substituting equations (12) and (12a) in equation (ha)

()
3@ 12 nsini?

p=- ~–zz
(1 +n cos L9)s

(13)

Expression (13) shows that the pressure distribution is
parabolic in the z-direction and sinusoidal in the circum-
ferential direction giving zero pressures at z= &l/2 and
O=nm where m is an integer. Figure 6 shows the approxi-
mate forms of the distributions in the x- and z-directions.

EXTENSIONOF ANALYSISRESULTINGIN BEARING
PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS

As discussed in another section of this report, experi-
mental data show that the pressure-distribution function as
given by equation (13) is in good agreement with short-
jou.rmd-bearing behavior. This apparent agreement haa
led to the extension of the amlysis to include the determina-
tion of other bearing characteristics, given below, which
the pressure-distribution function makes possible.

+P I

‘:p+, +=@
(a) In z-direction. (b) In z-dh-eotion.

FIGURE 6.—Pressure distribution in a fuU cy@drical bearing as given

()
by p,=% $ N (IL*:%

Y

-ii-

e
. .

hickness
rmch)

Ofkd
,
“W 09 dz

‘P

l?xwrm 7.-System of coordinates ohosen for integration of presures
and determination of attitude .angle +.

EXTENT OF PRESSUREIN FULLCYLINDRICALBEARTNGS

As shown in &me 6 the Circumferentialpressure~distri-
butibn given by equation (13) is positive @ the converging
film O<8<r and is negative in the d.h.ergingfilm m<8<2r.
The max@um negative pressure is shown to be~equal in
magnitude to the maximum positive pressure, a condition
which does not appenr to exist except in very lightly loaded
bearings. A negative pressure of mnall magnitude not ex-
ceeding that of atmospheric pressure, as shown by the
dashed line in figure 6, is possible. - In the absence of a high
datum pressure, the negative press’bresare assumed to be of
negligible magnitude. It is ?wwned for modemtely and
heavily loaded bearings that the positive pressure region
‘from 0=0 to O=m, as given by equation (13), carries the
total load.

CAPACITY NUMBEE C. AND LOAD NIJMBER J/C.

The axternal load P may be reIated to presxmresinduced in
the oil flxn by performing certain idegrations. ClhOosingx-
and T-axes as shown in figure 7, the integrations of pressures
on the journal in the directions of these axes will give com-
ponents P= and PY of the resultant force which is equal to P.
The integral expressionsfor P= and P~ are

SS
1/2

,P.=–2 “ p cos o dO dz
00.<. . .,.. ..

Js
PY=2 * ‘12pr sin 6 de dz

o~

Substituting equation (13) for p and integrating wifi
respect to z:
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J‘n-o Wsedi3 (14)AGr- o (1 +n cos 0)3

J ‘ti’e ,do - (14a)~r=~- or(1 +n cos O) .

Eniploying Sommerfeld’s mathematical tec&ique (see
appendix), the integrations with rwpect to 0 yield

The applied load is given by

P= ~~

(16)

Substituting P=p’1 d and D=r diV’ gives

The lefbhmd term is a grouping of btig variables in
nondimensional form- and is seen to be dependent upofi the
eccentricity ratio, or attitude, n. This term is the capacity
number C. and maybe recognized as the Sommerfeld number
S timesthe square of the length-diameter ratio. Thus,

Equation (17) indicati that the curve of ea%ntici~ ratio
as a function of the know-nbearing variables in the capacity
number is a single line for different l/d ratios. Eccentric@
ratio may also be shown as a function of the load number
I/Ca giving a curve of n as a direction function of load.

AIXITIIDE ANGLB1$

The angular position of the line of action of the load P with”.
rmpect to the location of the minimum ti thiclmes, or
point of closest approach, is the attitude angle ~, as shown
in figure 7, which maybe determined from:

T (1—-ny*=—
4n

(18)

Figure 8 shows the journal bearing reoriented such that
the load line of action is vertical.

. As shown in equation (18), the attitude angle depends
directly on eccentrici~ ratio such that a single polar curve
of n against @ applies for different l/d ratios.

7’.-
‘\ I .

m

..W----;-XJmsu.

.

v
FIGURE 8.—Diagram showing attitude angle .$, maximum-preeaura

~~e 0.=, and peak-pwre angle a.

FRICTIONEATIOFIF.ANDFFUOrIONV.4MABLEf.

Because of the assumed liiear velocity profile in the oil
iilm in the circurg.ferentfal direction, the shearing stress at
any location 0 may be expressed as

h
T.=/l ~

u=p ~

The circumf~ential friction force F maybe evahmtad‘by
the following integral:

With h=C, (l+n COS 6), then

UIT h de
F=~

c, Jo (1 +n cos 0)

pin?’ 27r
‘T (1—ny

The coefficient of friction j is commonly
ratio of friction force to the applied load:

.

(19)

defined as the

f=;

_@lr 2iT
Pcr (1—IL2)’12
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‘c”& (20)

The first equivalent of j, in equation- (2o) is the friction
variable representing a nondimensional grouping of bearing
variables including the coe5cient of friction. The friction
variable is brwicdly dependent upon the eccentricity ratio as
indicated by the last equivalent which also includes the
capacity number. Since capacity number is a function of
n, friction variable may be plotted against capacity number
or load number.

..

Another nondimensional number including the circumfer-
ential Klction force F may be dete~ed from equation (19)
as follows:

(21)

OF,= 2z&WV’ ~ (22).
.

Friction force F. is the well-know Petroff value of friction
force at zero load. The friction ratio F/FO as given by equa-
tion (21) shows the increase in friction force above -the
Petroff value as increasing load is applied. A single curve
applicable to all Z/dratios results from plotting friction ratio
with capacity number or-load number. Plotting F/F. with
load number shows directly the increase in friction with load.
Since friction ratio is nondimmsional, it appliw to friction
torque as well as friction force.

OIL PLOWNUMBER qn AND OIL PLOW FA~OR q

lZquation (6a) may be used to determine the rate of oil
flow discharging from the two ends of the converging wedge:
Proper substitution for h and dp/dz gives the following
expression for the axial flow at any point in the oil ilhm

Ucrnz
q.=7 S~ ode

At the ends of the bearing:

Ucr’nl .
LL*V2)= +~ s~ C9de

The above equations indicate that the axial flow will be
outward from the bearing in the region of the converging
film O< fl<IT where the pressures are positive. They also
show that in order to develop negative pressures in the film
at 7r<L9<21rthe oil flow must be axially inward. A reservoir
of fluid must be available at the ends of the begring as a

source of supply. The rate of outward axial oil flow at the
ends of the bearing from the region of positive pressure is
given by the following integral:

=Ucr?d

(23)

Equation (23) gives the flow which is the result of h-@o-
dynamic action of the load-camying ti in the converging
wedge, and it is seen to depend upon the eccentricity ratio n.
Assuming an outward or positive flow horn the diverging
wedge, the rate of flow to be supplied to the bearing through
an inlet hole or groovea on the unloaded side of the bearing
must be equal to or greater than that given by Q, in equation
(23) which may be looked upon as the required rate of flow
for the converging flm. Equation (23) in hhe following
nondimensional form is the required oil flow number:

The required oil flow number is seen to be numerically
equal to the eccentricity ratio. The curves of qnagainst C*
md n against CLare identical.

The total rate of flow Qincludes the positive flow from the
unloaded area of the bearing as well as 4he flow from the
converging f31mand should therefore be greater than Q, for
proper performance of the bearing. The ratio of totrd rate
of flow to the required rate is termed the o! flow factor g:

(25)

PRAK-PRESSURRRATIO k

The peak pressurein the fluid film maybe determined from
equation (13) at z= O and 8=6=, where dmuis the rmagihw.
position of maximum film pressure. Diilerentiatirg equation
(13) with respect to Oand maxhizing:

[
Om==arc Cos -&(1—~m)

1
(26)

3puP

[ 1
n siQ O.= -

‘“== 4TC~ (1 +n cog %mr)’

The ratio of peak pressure to the unit pressure, where unit
pressure p’ is defied as the load divided by the projected
area of the beaiing, is termed peak-pressure ratio k:

k_%S_c 61T7Lsin ttmz

P’ n(1+n cos 0.=)3
(27)
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FIGURE9.—Comparison of theoretical presemw distribution with exper-
imental premure distribution of model 2 of reference 13. Load,
2,200 pounda; speed, 5,000 rpm; average temperature, 197° l?; vis-
cosity, 2.42 X10+ Myn; bearing length, lx inches; bearing d@meter,
156inches; radial clearance at 197° F, 0.001 inch.

Site t?m~and C* are functions of n, peak-pressure ratio
will plot as a single line against capacity number or load

. number.
PEAK:PEESSUREANGLE a

The angular position of the location of peak pressure with
respect to the load line is the peak-pressure angle a as show-n
in figure 8. Peak-pressure angle may be determined from
the following expression:

a=@–(180°–L=) (28)

Equations (18), (26), and -(28) show that peak-pressure
angle is directly dependent on eccentrici~ ratio. However,
since n is a fimction of C., a may be plotted with capacity
number or load number to give a single line.

Analytical curves as given by the foregoing equations are
shown plotted in figures 9 to 19. Although the eccentrici~
ratio n is the fundamental variable in all of the equations, it
is useful in ahnost al-instances to plot curves using capacity
number C,, or load number I/C,, as the basic vrmiablebecause
it can be obtained from the known variables of load, speed,
clemmce, Z/dratio, and viscosity in nondimensional form.

COhlPARISONOF ANWYTICALCURVESJVITH
EXPERIMENTALDATA

Figure 9 compares the analytical oil film pressuxed~tribu-
tion from equation (13) mitb the pressure distribution experi-

mentally measured by DuBois, Mabie, and Ocvirk (ref. 13).
These data were taken on a 1%-by 1%-inchbearing oporating
at 5,000 rpm with a load of 2,200 pounds. Tho close Oglcw-
ment shown for Z/d= 1 suggested further investigation, The
pressure distribution in the oil tim given by equation (13)
is also shown in figure 10 for comparison with experimental
data by McKee and McKee (ref. 11) for a l-inch-long by
‘~incbdiameter bearing at speeds up to 592 rpm and a load
of 25 pOUIldS.

Curves of peak-pressure ratio from equation (27) and
peak-pressure angle from equation (28) are shown as a
function of capacity n~ber in figures 11 and 12. The
experimental values were obtained from pressure distr;bu-
tiOIIS of figures 9 and 10. An interesting feature is that the
masimum angular displacement of the pmk pressure as
given by a is approximately 20° at n =0.4 and CS=O.15,
For comparison, if the extent of the oil film is considered to
be 360°, as in the Sommerfeld solution, the value of a
reaches a maximum of 90° at n=l.O.

The relatively close agreement shown by the data on
pressure distribution and the rather meager amount of dnta
available on eeoentric displacement of the shaft in the
journal encouraged the establishment of an experimental
program to provide data for comparison with the analytical
curves. The greater part of the experimental data in figure~
13 to 19 W-X obtained by this investigation on a l&inch-
diameter bearing with lengthliameter ratios of 1, %, and %,
speeds of 500 .to 6,000 rpm, and unit bearing pressure on
projected area up to 900 pounds per square inch. Descrip-
tion of the experimental apparatus and tests is given Mter in
this report. Certain experimental data on oil flow by McKeo
(ref. 14) are also shown in figure 19.

Attitude angle as determined from equation (18) is showh
as a function of eccentricity ratio by the polar curve in
iigure 13; experimental data obtained by this investigation
are given for comparison. The attitude angle gives the
angi.darposition of the line through the bearing and jourmd
centers with respect to the line of action of the applied load.
At values of n near zero the line of centers is nerdy normal
to the load line and becomes parallel to the load line at
n=l.O. Experimental data for short bearings as obtained by
this investigation are shown in figure 13 for comparison with
the analytical curve. The manner in which these data wore
obtained is given in another section of this report. Bradford
and Davenport (ref. 15) have obtained an experimental
curve whose shape is similar to the curve of figure 13. As
may be seen, the path of the journal is slightly within n
semicircle.

Eccentricity-ratio curves from equation (17) are presented
in figures 14 and 15 with capacity number as absciwmin one
curve and load number, in the other. ,The mme exTeri-
ment.ajdata are shown in both fi.g-nws14 and 16.

I
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n= O.561.
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FXGURE10.—Comparfson of analytical pressure distributions with experimental pressure distributions from tests by MoKee and MoKee (ref. 11).
1=1.0 inch, d= O.8703 ~nch, and c,= O.0025 inch’

Friction characteristics of short bearings are given by the friction ratio (fig. 17) than by friction variable (fig. 16).
curves in figures 16 and 17. Equation (2o) gives the values Ofl flow number as a function of capacity number from
for the analytical curve of friction variable against the equation (24) is represented by the analytical curve of figure
capacity number in f3gure 16, and equation (21) determines 18. The experimental values of oil flow number shown in
the curve of filction ratio against load number in @a figure 18 are obviously not in agreement with the analytical
17. From the experimental data shown, it may be seen values srnce the analytical values represent only the rate of
that effect of load on friction is more cleml~ shown by flow from the converging wedge and the experimental values
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FIGURE11.—Plot of peak-pr~urc ratio against capacity number for
comparison of experimental dat~ with analytical curve for short bear-
ings. Data by McKee and McKee taken from reference 11 and data
for model 2, from reference 13.

FIGURE 12~—Plot of peak-pressure angle against capaci@ numb~r for
comparison of experimental data with analytical curve for short b&r-
ings. Data by MoKeQ and MclGe taken from reference 11 and data
for model 2, from reference 13.

repre9ent the total flow. An inspection of the axperimentd
data in figure 18 indicates that the flow rate ti em= of that
horn the converging iilm is dependent upon inlet oil pressure,
speed, and ljd ratio. Speculating that oil iihn viscosity and
clearance also affect the excess flow rate, all the variablw
affect@ total flow rate are grouped nondimensionfdly in a
form similar to the capacity number but using the inlet oil.
pressure POin place of the unit bearing load p’, giving a
variable termed inlet-pressurecapacity number CPO= follows:

.
(29)

A curve of oil flow factor q, the ratio of total flow rate to
the flow mte from the converging wedge (eq. (25)), as a
function of the inlet-pressure capacity number is shown in
figure 19. As shown, the widely scattered experimental data
of figure 18 result in a single curve when plotted according to
the nondimensiomd ordinates of figure 19. The experi-
mental data by McKee (ref. 14) for bearings with a single
oil feed hole show mcellent aggeementwith the experimental

T
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FIGURE13.—Plot of eccentricity ratio against attitude angle for com-
parison of experimental data for Z/d of 1, %, and M ~th analyti~l
cur$e for short bcarin@. Experimental data: Bearfng diameter, 1%
inohes; bearing, bronze; journal, steel; diametral clearance, 0.00232
and 0.00264 inch; irdet pressure of SAE 10 ofl POfed through ono
j&inch-cUameter hole, 40 and 100 pounds per square inch; speed, 500
to 6,000 rpm; load, O to 1,450 pounds; bearing preasuro, O to 760
pounds per I$quap inch; average bearing temperature jfo inoh from
oil film ‘Ta,, 114° to 160° F.

.Owcity nwnbq G=#(#($)’

FIGUIiD 14.—Plot of eccentricity ratio agrdnst capacity number for
comparison of experimental data for Z/dof 1, 2, and Z l\rithan~yti~~
curve for short bearings. Experimental data: Bearing diameter,
la inches; bearing, bronze; journal, steel; diametral olearance, 0.00232
and 0.00264 inch; inlet pressure of SAE 10 ofl POfed through one ~
inch-diameter hole, 40 and 100 pounds per square fnch; speed, 500
to 6,000 rpm; load, O to 1,450 pounds; @ring premnro, O to 760
pounds per square inoh; average bearing temperature $io inoh from
Ofi~ T.n 114° to 160° F.
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Fmmm 15.—Plot of eccentricity ratio against load number for com-

parison of experimental data for 2/d of 1, ~, and % with analytical
ourve for short bearings. Experimental data: Bearing diameter,
lfl inches; bearing, bronze; journ~ steel; diametral clearance,
0,00232 and 0.00264 inch; inlet pressure of SAE 10 oil pOfed through
one j&inch-diameter hole, 40 and 100 pounds per square inch; speed,
500 to 6,000 rpm; load, Oto 1,460 pounds; bearfng pressure, Oto 760
pcmnds per square inch; average bearing temperature }{8 inch from
Oii fihn Tab 114° to 160° F.
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FrGunE 16.—Plot of bearing friction varfable against capacity number
for comparison of experimental data for 2/d of 1, ~, and j~ with
rmalytical curve for short bea~gs. Experimental datw Bearing
diameter, 1} inches; bearing, bronze; jourr@ steel; diametral clear.
ante, 0.00232 and 0.00264 inch; inlet prewure of SAE 10 oil p. fed
through one &nch-diameter hole, 40 and 100 pounds per square inoh; “
speed, 600 to 6,000 rpm; load, O to 1,750 pounds; bearing pressure,
Oto 900 pounds per square inch; average bearing temperature MOiuoh
from cdl film Ta,, 115° to 161° F.

data of this investigation. The McKee data for an axial oil
inlet groove form a parallel line at an increased rate of oil
flow. The McKee data were obtained at the National
Bureau of Standards using a bearing 2.06 inches in diameter
with SAE 20 oil at speeds of 2,030 and 3,040 rpm, loads of
1,553 and 3,008 pounds, and temperatures from 203° to
228° l?.

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

A photograph of the bearing testing machine used in the
experiments appears in figure 20. The manner in which
the test elements were supported and loaded is shown in

3~l(Jofi_~~77

%’
Q-.-
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5.-0-r
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II
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l?m.wmm17.—Plot of friction ratio against load number for comparison
of experimental data for Z/d of 1, X, and 34with analytical curve for
short bearings. Experimental data: Bearing diameter, la inohea;
bearing, bronze; journal, steel; diametral clearance, 0.00232 and
0.043264inch; inlet pressura of SAE 10 oil p. fed through one &mh-
diameter hole, 40 and 100 pounds per square inch; speed, 500 to 6,000
rpm; load, Oto 1,750 pounds; bearing pressure, Oto 900 pounds per
square inch; average bearing temperature }fs inch from oil film T.,,
115° to 161 ‘F.
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FIGURE18.—CurvIM of oil flow number agai&t capacity number for
comparison of experimental total oil flow with theoretically required
flow through loaded pofilon of oil film for Z/d of 1, }f, and ~. .Exper-
imental data: Bearing diameter, 1* inches; bearing, bronze; journal,
steel; diametral clearanoe, 0.00232 and 0.00264 inch; inlet pressure
of SAE 10 oil p, fed through one ~inch-dhuneter hole, 40 and 100
pounds per square inch; speed, 500 to 6,000 rpm; load, O to” 1,750
p6unds; bearing prwnme, O to 900 pounds per square inch; average
bearing temperatlsra fio inoh from oil iilrn T.,, 115° to 161° F.

figures 21, 22, and 23. In addition, figure 23 illustrates
diagrammatically the torquemeter used for friction-torque
measurements and the means for collecting the oil flowing
through the test bearing. Figures 24 and 25 show the
mechanicxd system which measured the displacements of
the journal at the ends of the bearing. The locations of
thermocouples measuring bearing temperatures are given in
figure 26.

A bronze bearing and two steel shafts of ljf-inch nominal
diameter -wereused as show-nin figures 21 and 22 giving a
single bearing for length-diameter ratios of 2 and 1, and a
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FHJRE 19.—Curve of oil flow factor ag@nst irdet-pre5mme capacity
number. Experimental data are given for Z/d of 1, %, and Z. Ofi
flow factor is ratio of esperhnental total flow to flow required through
loaded portion of oil film by shorkbearing approximation. Exper-
imental data: Bearing diameter, 1* inches; bearing, bronze; journal,
steel; diametral clearance, 0.00232 and 0.00264 inch; inlet pressure
of SAE 10 oil p. fed through one .%-inch~ueter hole Opwite load
line, 40 and 100 pounds per square inch; speed, 500 to 6,000 rpm;
10ti, Oto 1,750 pounds; bearing pressure,o tO 900 pounm Per square
inch; average bearing temperature )fe iuoh fm~~, oil ~ T.., 115°. .

are taken from reference 14.

double bearing with a drained area between for the narrower
bearings having length-diameter ratios of 1/2 and 1/4. In
every case, each bearing was lubricated by a single %-inch
oil hole in the center as shown.

A special borjng bar, of the type developed by the Battelle
Memorial Institute, was cons@ucted to bore the bearing to
an accuracy of 50 millionths of an inch (0.000050 in.) as
indicated by a special Federal hole gage, and the shafts were
ground and lapped to the same accuracy as shown by a
Pratt & Whitney supermiwometer.

Clearance was detqtied by measurement of the static
&placement or rattle of the clean tiaft in the b~aring under
reversing load. As shown in iigures 21 and 22 the average
clearances determined were 0.00264 inch for the single
journal and 0.00232 inch for the double journal at room
temperature.

MEASUREMENT OF JOURNAL DE3PLACENENT

The coordinate displacements of the jourd with respect
to the btig during running were measured by the me-
chanical arrangement shown in figures 24 and 25. Hori-
zontal and vertical motions of the shaft at stations beyond
the ends of the bearing were tmmsnn.tted by the bronze
riders on levers or bell cranks through vertical rods to four

FIQUEE20.—Bearing {sting machine used in experiments. Eqtipmont
includm variable-speed electric tilve to 10,00(1 rpm, direct hydrmdio
loading mechanism, misaligningloading mechanism, and heater, fflter,
and prewre pump for lubricating ofl. Wasurements made includo
journal displacement, friction torque, oil flow, bearing temperatures,
and, with accessorial, oil film prwsures.

.0026~. ..00264”

%9

\
I
.,K)0267@

Searing Ieqth
‘- .W265’ .

.

FIGURE 21 .—T& shaft with single journal as used in experiments at
lid of 2 and 1. Average diametral ohwance, 0.00264 inch. .
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FIGURE22.—Test shaft with two journals as used in esperirnents at Z/d
of )4 and }f. Average diametral clearance, 0.00232 inch.
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FIGWRE 23,-Schematic diagram of apparatus for measuring friction
torque on test bearing and oil flow through test bearing.
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FIGURE24.-Mechanical system for mwuring displacement of journal
with respect to bearing.

dial indicators having O.0001-inch divisions. The rods were
held against tlm ball ends of the bell cranks by flat springs
nttached to the mast on the bearing hub. In order to
eliminate large dial readings due to thermal expansion of

&,. $
--- ._.-

..—

&-------.- -L~83617

FIQURB 2S.-fi1echanical and photoelectric apparatus for measuring
journal displacements with m@ect to bearing. Journal displace-
ments ar6 transmitted by levem and rods to dial indicators, which
are used for steady-~tate, conditions, and to photoeleotna cells, for
dynamio conditions.

l?zGuRn 26.—Diagram of thermocouple location% Bearing thermo-
couples are located fie inch from bearing surface.

the rods, a second set of simikir parallel rods, intended for
temperature compensation, moved the dial cases approxi-
mately the same amount the dial stems were moved by
thermal expansion.

As shown in figures 20 r&d 25, a sewnd system was avail-
able for the measurement of displacement. This system,
developed by Phelan (ref. 16), is a photoelectric method
particularly suited to indicate dynamic displacements on
oscilloscopes. However, it was found to be more rapid and

/.

.

.
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FIGURE27.—Typical calibration CWV= for torquemeter”uaed to mezu+-
ure friction torque oh t% bearing. Average slope of curves is cali-
bration factor F. giving friction torque per inch of difference in levels

in-lb
of mercury columns of manometer, FOE0.485 in. of Hg.

See table

II for data.

convenient to take direct readings on the dial-indicating
system under stable conditions; All of the data for this.
report were taken from the dial system.

MEASUREMENT OF FBICTIONAND OILFLOW

The friction torque on the test bearing was i@icated by
a hydraulic torquemeter as shown in figure 23. This con-
sisted of two opposed pistons supplied with a flow of oil
which drained through ports partially covered by the pistons.
A mercury manometer indicated the difference in pressure
on the opposed pistons which ‘were floated in their bores by
balanced pressure areas. A direct dibration relating ap-
plied moment to manometer reading is shown in figure 27.-
The torquemeter restrained the motion of the test bearing
to fi” or less under operating conditions.

An SAE 10 oil was used in the experiments on kmgth-
diameter ratios of 1/2, 1/4, and 1, the m~suredviscosity being
ahown in figure 28. The oil flow of the test bearing was kept

\

.

—

.

\

.

‘o1,
Tempwolure, OF

FIGURE 28.~Absolut+viscosity and temperature oharaoteristics of
SAE 10 oil used in tests for-l/d of 1, %,-and %. Mcaeumments of
viscosity were made in a standard Saybolt vfscosimeter.

separate from the oil flow of the support bearings by baffles
and slingers and was collected for weighing in a calibrated
scale graduated in hundredths of a pound. Bearing tom-
peraturea were measured by 14 thermocouples placed in tlm
bearing as shown in figure 26. Iron-c.onstantan thwmo-
couples inserted in 0.094-inch holes to tithin % inch of tho
bearing surface were connected to’ a Leeds & Northrup
potentiometer with automatic cold junction compwwtion
and a Fahrenheit scale. A thermocouple attached to tho
bulb of a glass laboratory thermometer reading ambient
temperature checked each set of readings within 1° F.

. .

.
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LOADING AND DRIVING SYSTEhf

As shown in figure 23 the test bearing w-asloaded by a
pressure capw.decontaining a piston having an area of 15.02
square inches. The p~ton head was flush with and sealed
by a %-inch-thick Neoprene membrane which permitted a
steady pressure to be held by an accumulator. Calibrated
pressure gages of tmrying ranges connected to the capsule
gave the load on the bearing. The load from the piston was
transmitted to the test-bearing hub through an oil-pres-
surized spherical seat as shown in figure 23. A flow of
light oil forced into relieved quadrant areas in the spherical
sent prevented metallic contact in order that the load could
be trrmsmitted without r~istance to motion of the bearing
about its geometric axes. This enabled measurement of
friction torque on the bearing and located tlm line of action
of the load at the bearing center. The shaft was directly
driven by a 200-ampere aircraft generator acting as a motor,
rind by field control of this and a similar unit in a motor-
generator set rLspeed range of 500 to 10,000 rpm was
attainable.

The apparatus and test procedure are described in greater
detail in reference 17.

TEST PROCEDURE

For each length-diameter ratio of 1, %,’and H hvo series of
experiments were conducted. h the tit series, displace-
ments of the journal were measured by the dial-indicator
equipment shown in figure 24. Friction torque and oil flow
rate were measured in a second series of tests separate horn
displacement tests because it was necesswy to disconnect
the dial indicatom to eliminate any friction torque due to
the riders. Also, oil flow tests could not be made during the
displacement tests because the small oil flow used to lubri-
cate the riders mixed with the oil flowing from the test
bearing. A brief initial series of tests with l/d=2 is not
included as they were completed before the following tech-
nique was developed.

ME1’HODOF LOCATINGZERO-LOADPOINT

In the displacement tests, the coordinate locations of

each end of the shaft were measured as changea of location

from the zero-load position. In order to establish a reading

of the dial indicatom with the shaft in the center of the

bearing clearance at zero load alternate up and down loads

were applied with the shaft station~, and the average of

three sets of readings was recorded. The individual readings

located points in an arc slightly on each side of a vertical

diameter. After a similar procedure in tie horizontal plane

the machine was started and warmed up, and a capsule

pressure of about 4 pounds per square ‘inch was applied to
balance the tare weight of the bearing hub and. various
attachments. With the shaft running and the inlet oil

pressurereduced to 2 to 4 pounds per square inch, the average
of the dial readings representing the location of the center
of the journal was checked and held within close limits to
the center of the bearing as obtained above with the shaft
stationary.

The net load applied to the bearing is that due to the
difference of the pressure on the loading piston, called
capwile pressure, and the pressure of 3.5 to 4.6 pounds per
square inch -required to balance the weight of the bearing-
hub assembly. The displacement is the difference in dial
readiq$ from a test load to zero load. This method has
the advantage that change in load is plotted against change
in displacement.

It was discovered that- when running at zero load the
bearing required nearly zero oil flow; the diala showed that
the journal maintained its position steadily when the inlet
oil pressure w-asreduced to 2 pounds per square inch and
the oil flow was a few drops per minute. Increasing the
inlet oil pressure caused the journal to displace as though
a load had been applied. This effect was more marked as
the inlet pressure was further increased and the oil flow
increased to a continuous stream.

. SHAPT-DISPLACEMENT EXPERIM2NT3

In makng shafbdieplacemant te9ts, the zero-load position
of the shaft was determined as described, ~d a warmup
period of 20 to 30 minutes was made at constant speed..
Variations in displacement were obtained by varying the
load at constant speed and constant inlet oil pressure. It
was found that by holding a constant speed the variations
in temperature were less than 5° F during an increasing-load
run.

Displacement data as read from the four dials were then
recorded as the load was increased in 10 to 15 increments
and then decreased in the same increments to permit
averaging of data. A sample log sheet is shown in table I.
The same procedure was followed in the opposite direction
of rotation so that the data could be averaged for the two
rotations. After a varying-load test, the lo6ation of the
datum poht at zero load was rechecked in two directions of
rotation to permit averaging out any small change during
the test. Wear of the lever rubbing surfaces or riders was
usually imperceptible during individual testsbut would have
been canceled by this method.

For each lengthdiameter ratio there were experimental
runs in each direction of rotation at combinations of ccn-
stant speed and constant inlet oil pressure. The speeds
were 500, 1,000, 2,000, 2,500, 4,000, 5,000, and 6,000 rpm,
and the inlet oil pressuresmire 40 and 100 pounds per square
inch. The maximum load on projected area was 760 pounds
per square inch, and the maximum oil ti temperature was
160° F. .
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“CONTROL OF WHIRL

& jom%al speeds of 500 and 1,000 rpm there was little
d.ifticulty with vibration 6ven at zero load. However, at
zero load at the higher speeds from 2,000 to 5,000 rpm a
vibration, or whirl, in “a rotating misalinement mode would
build up, preventing the reading of displacements. The
vibration could be stopped by the application of load, but it
was nece to prevent vibration at zero load in order to
use the routine procedure to obtain the position of zero
eccentricity. By snubbing the top of the mast and the arm
extending laterally from the bearing hub with foam rubber,
the vibrations were successfully eliminated; using small
snubbing forces parallel to the @s of the shaft. By tem-
porarily removing the snubbers at loads where-no vibration
would occur, it was found that the snubbem had no effect on
the dial-indicator readings.

PIUCITONk OILFLOW.EXPEEIMZNTS

Friction torque and oil flow rate &re measured simultan-

eously, with the displacernenbmeasuring apparatus tempo-

rarily disconnected in order to eliminate the friction of the

riders and the oil flow to them. Changes in fiction and o~

flow viere made by mrying the applied load and maintaining

the journal speed and inlet oil pressure constant. Before

beginning a test, a period.of rur@ng of approximately 20 to
30 ininutes at constant speed was allowed to reach thermal
equilibrium. About 10 to 15 increments of increasing load
were then applied. At each load, after the oil flow stabilized;
the flow rate was determined by collecting the oil in a pan
for periods of 1 to 4 minutes and recording the net weigh%of
oil. A sample. log sheet is shown in table Hi The same
procedure was followed for the opposite direction of rotation
so that data could be averaged for the two rotations.

Se-rend runs at combinations of constant speed and
constant inlet oil prewure were made in each rotational
direction for each length-diameter ratio. The speeds were
500, 1,000, 2,000, 2,500, 4,000, 5,000, and 6,000 rpm, and
the inlet oil pressures were 40 and 100 pounds p~ square
inch. The maximum load on projected area was 900 pounds
per square inch, and the maximum oil iilm temperature was
161° F.

The foam-rubber snubbem used to eliminate vibration in
the displacement experiment were removed bemuse they
offered restraint to rotation of the bear~m about its axis and
interfered with the functioning of the torquemeter. At
speeds above 1,000 rpm vibrations were stopped by the
application of a small load. Since the condition of zero
load is not of great import~ce in fiction and oil flow
meastiements, data were taken only at loads where no
vibration occurred.

PRECISJON

h every run of the fiction experiments, calibrations of
the torquemeter were made as a check on operat@ acouracy
by applying known weights to the arms extending horn the
front and rear of the bearing hub as shown in figure 23.
Manometer ditlerences corresponding with the Irnom”
moments, first to the front and then to the rear, are given

in the sample log sheet of table II and me shown P1Ottul in
figure 27. More extensive tests with several weights had
proven that the result was a straight line. From the many
calibrations made, a mean value of the calibration factor I’C
was 0.485 inch-pound of torque per inch o~ manomotm
d.iilerence. The greatest deviation from the mean was
0.010 or 2 pOrcent.

For reliable functio~” of the torquemeter it was necessary
to bleed air horn the oil lines leading to the manometor at
the be@ning of each run. Because the torquemeter pistons
were hydraulically centered in their bores by three pressure
areas, the torquemeter was sensitive enough to measure
aerodynamic forces on the bearing hub, and it,was necessnry
to rid the test room of air gusts.

All pressure gages of both the laboratory and eommorcial
grades were calibrated in a dead-weight tester with a capncity
of 500 pounds per square inch. Pressure readings were
corrected according to calibration curves where necessary.
The p~essure in the loading capsule was indicated by two
“pressure gages with different scale rnnges. It was found
that the pressure gages did not accurately read the capsule
pressure due to the thre weight of the test bearing hub
unless they were placed at the same level as the lending
capsule. By suspending two calibrated 50-pomd weights
from the lateral arms of the bearing hub, the corresponding
increase in capsule pressure showed that the calculation of
loading in the low range was,of satisfactory accuracy.

The four dial indicators used to measure journal displnco-
ments were of laboratory t=t grade and were gradu~ted in
O.0001-inch divisions. A direct calibration of the indicators
was made and in the mtium range during tests of about
13 divisions they were aeeurate to within one-half division.
As the load was increased and then deoreasecl there was
often a discrepancy. of as much as one-half division in
displacement for the same load. By averaging the displnee-
ment data for increasing and decreasing loads, the influence
of the lag on accuracy of measurement is minimized.

Two aircrafbtype tachometers were used, one a centrifugal
type having a scale range of 1,000 to 10,000rpm and the other
a 3-second emmting type with a range of O to 1,750 rpm.
The centrii%gal tachometer was cheoked under running con-
ditions by timing the revolution counter of the tachometer.
By connecting both tachometers to the test shaft simul-
tane6naly at speeds of 1,000 to 1,500rprn the two tachometers
were checked against each other. A portable shop-typo
tachometer was used to check the lower-range tachometer at
500 rpm.

The direckreading Fahrenheit scale of the Lecxls &
Northrup potentiometer having automntic cold-junction
compensation was used to measure bearing temperatures
from thermocouples and mn be r;ad to nn accuracy of 1° to
2° F. A thermocouple attached to the bulb of a lnboratory-
grade @wmometar giving ambient temperature nenr the
maohine oheoked “thethermometer temperatub within 10 l?.
NO direct edibration of the potentiometer was math

The weighing sixde used to measure oil flow was equipped
with a scale of 2-pound mpacity graduated in hundredths

.
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.-
ChOWeh diametrol ckwmwe} in

FmmE29.—Changes in diametral clearance as function of temperature
difference of two points in test-bearing wall. TJ and Toare bearing
temperatures at X6 inch and 2 inches, respectively, from bearing sur-
face. Running ckarances of tet bearing are determined by sub-
tracting change in clearance from room-temperature clearance.

of a pound which could be read to one-quarter of a division.
Chemical balance weights were used to calibrate the scale.

Two Saybolt viscosimeters haying two viscosimeter tubes
each were available for determining the viscosity of the test
oils at various temperatures. The variations in runnihg
time from two tubes at a given temperature did not difler
more than 1 second.

REDUCTION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Calculations of several nondimensional quantities are
shown in the sample calculation sheets (tables III and ~.
The datti for the calculations are given in the sample log
sheets (tables 1 and II).

CAPACITY NUMBER

The capacity number was calculated from equation (17).
The net load applied by the loading piston or capsule was
determined as the product of the net capsule pressure in
pounds per square inch and the piston arb of 15.02 squ~e
inches. The weight of the bearing and its attachments re-
quired a tare capsule pressure of 4.5 po&ds per square inch
in the displacement experiments and 3.5 pounds per square
inch in the friction and oil flow experiments, which was
deducted from the observed pressure.

Bearing cleammce was determined by subtracting the
change in clearance given by figure 29 from the clemanee at
room temperature. For the single journals (fig. 21), thwnm-
couples 1 to 7 are in the loaded portion of the bearing.
There was little variation between the temperature readings
at these locations for a given load. Thermocouple 4 was
taken M representative, and the difference of the averages
of thermocouples 4 and 9 was determined for the complete
run at rLgiven speed. Using this average in figure 29 gives
the change in clearance from that at room temperature.
For the double journals (fig. 22) where only the end thermo-
couphs are in the loaded region, an average of thermocouples

I-!Orizcdltaldiiocerlwlt, in “
-8- -4 0 4 8X10-4

m.Hizk?Ire-l Lcmd decrees-bq
o Load increairwg

g Oisplocemenf meosured at
left end of bearing, l% in.
from center-line load

DEplmernent meosured Ot
right end of bearirq I& “n
from center-line Iood

Averoge of alsplocements
meosured ot two ends

IIlq Gounter-
rtmk!m.~ Clocws.e (0)

Load]line

(a) Displacements of journal measumd by ridera beyond bearing ends.

I?mmm 30.-Journal displacements with respect to bearing for shaft
with two journafs of 2/d of fi. Steps shown illwtrate typical method
of deterrdb@g average eccentrioit y ratios and attitude arrgk from

. displacement data meaaurwd beyond ends of bearing. See tab]= I
and III for experimental data and calculations.

1,4,and 7 was compared with the average of thermocouple
9 to determine the bearing clearance.

Viscosity in the oil film was detefied at each load from
the aver.kge bearing temperature for the two directions of
rotation and for increasing and decreasing load. In tests
using the single journal, temperature data at thermocouple 4
were taken as representative of the oiI fihn temperature.
For the double journals, the average of thermocouples 1
and 7 was more nearly representative because of the location
of thesepoints in the narrow loaded area. These temperatures
were used to determine viscosity in figure 2S.

ECCENTRICITY RATIO 011ATTITODE

‘I’he eccentricity ratio n is the ratio of the displacement

of th6 journal axis to the radial clearance given by n=e/c,.
Coordinate vertied arrd horizontal displacement of the

shaft -weremeasured at the riders, which are located beyond
the ends of the bearing l% inches to the left and to- the
right of the center line of the load, as shown in figures 21,
22, ~d 24. To determine the dispkwement of the test
journal, calculations were made of the effect of shaft deflec-
tion on the vertied displacements measured at the riders.

As shown in the sample log sheet of tible I, displacement,
data were taken as the load was increased and then decreased.
These data are shown in the sample calculation sheet of
table II-I, thei reduced to values of journal displacenient
from the condition of zero load and.a low inlet oil pressure
at which, as previously described, it was assumed that the
journal and bearing’ axes were coincident. A plot of these
data for the two directions of rotation appears in figure 30(a). .
The bearing and journal are not ideally aceurata cylinders,
and there is a departure from symmefiry of the displwe-
ments at the two ends.

Averages of displacements of the two ends are shown in
figure 30(b). The displacements illustrated are typical for
the ease of a shaft with two journals. In order to determine
the displacements of the centers of each jourmd, calculated
+alues of shaft deflection were subtracted from the measured.
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(u) Displacements at journal canter line reduced to eocentritity ratios.

“FIwiiz 30.—Concluded.

vertical displacements at the riders. The vertical and hori-
zontal components of eccentricity ratio n~ and nt were
calculated by divid@ the corrected journal displacements
by the radial clearance. The plotting of n, aagt nh is
shown on the polar diagram of figure 30(c) in terms of
eccentricity ratio n and attitude angle +.

Ln the csse of single journals, the method of calc@ation”
of eccentrici~ ratio was similar. Because of the greater
length of the single journals and the greater loads applied,
shaft bending over the length of the journal was of con-
siderable magnitude at high loads. Since the journal wss

journal center line.

FIGURE 30.—@ltiJlued:
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l?mmm 31.—Journal displacements with respect to bearing for shaft
with eingle journal of Z/d of 2. Displacements at ends and center of
a bent journal are shown in comparison with displacements measured

-beyond ends of bearing. Average eccentricity ratios and attitude
angles as determined from displacements are shown in figure 32,

bent longitudinally in the shape of a fourth-degree parabolo,
the displacement and eccentricity ratio at the center of the
journal-were less than at its ends, as indicated in figures 31
and 32. To simulate the performance of a straight joumml,
the average eccentricity ratio of a parabolic elastic curve
was calculated as representative of the eccentricity rntio of
a straight journal (see fig. 32). Four-fifths of the height of
the deflection curve within the journal was subtracted from
the displacement at the ends.

Eccentricity ratios as a function of capacity number and
load number are shown in figures 14 and 15; as a function
of attitude angle, they are shown in figure 13.

BZABING FRICTION

lIxp@menters usually distinguish between friction meas-
ured on the journal and that measured on the bearing, sinco
the fiction torque measured on the bearing is evidently
somewhat reduced by the couple resulting from the product
of the load and the horizontal component of the displace-
ment. The measured data in this report are the friction
meszured on the bearing and have been referred to as
bmring-tiction variables.

Data on fiction and shaft displacement were both avail-
able so that it was possible to compute th~ journal friction by
adding the couple to the bearing friction. Referring to the
column labeled fiction variable j, in table IV, the bearing
friction and calculated journal friction for l/d= 1 are given as
follows :
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0 Amroge W on joumol
cbflected to pambolti
shape

o At ends of jcwnol

o At center of joumol

Direction of rotot”m
Eccentricity mtb w ottitude, n

ILoad fine

FIGURE32.—Eccentricity ratios and attitude augla for shaft with sin-
gle journal of l/d of 2 as determined from displacements shown in
figure 31. The curve of average eccentricity ratios is shown in com-
parison with eccentricity ratios at ends and center of a bent journal.
Experimental data: Speed, 500 rpm; inlet prwsure p., 40 pounds per
square inch; diametral olearance at room temperature, 0.00264 inch;
diametral clearance at bearing temperature T., of 119° F, 0.00254
inch; load, O to 855 pounds; bearing pressure, O to 246 pounds per
square inch; AN-O9-1OIO jet engine oil fed through one &nch-
dfameter hole.
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In the table ~bove the couple is to be added to the bearing-
friction variable and is numerically equal to the horizontal
displacement nhas follows:

Pesin4 T

()f“ ($.)= p, c,— ‘~ sin #J=n &d=nh (30)

The values of nx are those for the run at 1,000 rpm and
40-pound-per-square-inch inlet oil pressure.

Manometer differences indicating bearing friction in inches
of mercury for each load condition are shown in the sample
log sheet of table H; they are of opposite sign for opposite
directions of rotation. For a given load, the absolute
values of the manometer differences for the two directions of

rotation were averaged as indicated in the sample calculation

sheet of table IV. Nlultiplication by the calibration’ factor

F. gave the friction torque M, in inch-pounds. The friction

coefficient j for calculation of the friction variable was

determined from j =MJPT. Friction force F used in the
calculation of friction ratio was determined from F=lM,/r.

The sample calibration-factor curves corresponding with
the experimental data of the sample log sheet (table II) are
shown in figure 27. 13xperimentalvalu~ of bearing-friction
variable are shown plotted as a function of capacity number
in figure 16. Friction ratios as a function of load number
are shown in &me 17.

on,now

As shown in the sample calcul~tion sheet (table IV),
oil flow data for the two directions of rotation were averaged
at each condition of load. Dividing the weight of oil by
the time interval during which it was collected gave the rate
of flow Q’ in pounds per minute. Since Q in the oil flow
number must be given in cubic inches per se~ond, a conversion
was made from the following expression:

~= Q/x 1,728 1
62.4XSP grx~ (31) “

in which sp gr is the measured specific gravi~ of the oil at oil
film temperature. . Where double journals were concerned,
hdf of the oil flow was used in calculations of oil flow numbem.

A more complete descriptiori of the apparatus, method of
test, and reduction of data is given in reference 17.

EXPRIMMRNTAL MEASUI&MENT OF FILN PRIHSURE DL%TRIRIJTTON

The experimentally measured oil fihn pressure distribu-
tion shown in figure 9 was obtained from reference 13 which
included photographs of several plaster models representing
measured Mn pressuresin a full journal bearing with babbitt
lining. Model 2 of the group of five models represents the
pressure distribution for a bearing of Z/d= 1 acted upon by B
normal central load. .Model 2 alone is of interest since the
other models represent film pressures measured under
conditions of misalinement.

& shown in figure 9, the analytical pressure distribution ‘
as given by the short-bearing approximation is in very close

I a.rzreementwith the data of model 2. The amdvtical solution
b; Sommerfeld is actually not directly comp;able because
the short-bearing solution is based on an assumed 180° of
film whereas the Sommerfeld solution assumes a continuous
film of 360°. Moreoverj even if a raptured ti of 180°
were assumed, the Sommerfeld solution cannot agree with
experimrmtd data because the solution gives no variation
in ti pressure in the axial direction.

The illm pressure data of model 2 were taken under the
following conditions: d= 1~ inches, 1=1* inches, P=2,200
pounds, p’=833 pounds per square inch, IV=5,000 rpm,
N’=83.3 rps, P (at 197° F) =2 A2X10-o reyn, G (at room
temperature)=0.0033 inch, and Q (at 197° F) =0.0020 inch.

Prw.cure taps in the bearing were located at the center
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of the bearing- and at %,. %, smd % inch each side of the
center in a test machine arranged to measurethe circumferm-
tial pressure distribution shown by the solid lines of figure 9.
The model 2 curves represent ayerages of pressures for the
two directions of rotation of the journal and averages at
corresponding points each side of the central tmmsveme
plane of the bearing.

For this test aviation 1120 oil was preheated to 140° F
and entered the bearing at the center on the unloaded side
through two %nch-diamets.r holes 45° apart at a pressure
of 40 pounds per square inc~ The viscosity of the. oil is
based on the bearing temperate gitien by a thermocouple
located ?L inch from tie befig s~ace at the center of the
loaded,side. .

The bearing clearance at operating iihn temperature k“
determined from a curve of clearance -&ange against te&
perature change similar to the curve of figure 29.

The capacity number for model 2 from the above data is
0.159 and the correspond_@@value of eccentricity ratio from
the analytical shorkbearing cimve of figure 14 is n= O.415.
The rmalytical shorkbearing curves of figure 9 are given by
equation (13) for n= O.415 and z=O, +X, +?4, ~d +%
inch. Since the Wgular scale O is dii7erantfrom the scale
used in this experiment, two angular scales are required
d.if7eringby 90°–4.

halytical values of peak-pressure ratio, peali-presmme
angle, and attitude angle for modd 2 are-given by the short-
bearing curves of figures 11, 12, and 13 for CL= O.159 and
n= O.4M. These values am compared wit$ the experimental
values below.

Qunntlty Erpximenbl hdytlml

Peak-preswaratIO,t..-. -..--–—---
Pea?i—preSum

249
angle,q dqr-.--—- al :9;

Atthde 8wIc,*4,dw--.-——---- ml m

.Andytlcd mllueof+L9 mmsm-edfromlmilllnotolomtlono[mm~whichtheoratl-
cnllywbmlda withImntlunof mlnimnm _ thicknfss.

The analytical curve in iigure 9 givenby the Sommerfeld
solution is based on the following equations for eccentricity
ratio rindpressure distribution:

[ 1
PUr 6n(2+n cm 8) sin O

‘= c: (2+n~(l +n cm O)’ ‘p’

(32)

(33)

For model 2, equation (32) gives n= O.106, an eccentricity ~
ratio about one-fourth of that given by the short-bearing

approximation which is a consequence primarily of ttssuming

that the unloaded side of the bearing contributes to the sup-

port of the applied load.

In equation (33), p, is the film pressureat 0=0 and ~. The
value of p, may be determined from eqtiation (33) by taking
the pressure ati0= (3/2)~ as the inlet pressure of 40 pounds
per square inch. For model 2, p,=570 pounds per square
inch. The angular scale o coincides with that used in the
experiment because the Sommerfeld solution places the load
line at 0=90°.

1

)
=EEUMENTSBYMcKEBANDMcKEE

Eight cases of experimental pressure,distributions in bmr-
ings of l/d=l.15 und& normal central load are presented by
lMcKee and-McKee in reference 11. Four of the e.sperimertts
were conducted on a journal bearing having a diametral
clearance of 0.005 inch and four, on a bearing having 0,002-
inch clearance. Both bearings were 1.00 inch long and 0.S7
inch in diameter. Maximum applied loads wero 25 pounds
and the maximum journal speed was 592 rpm. The benrings
were operated completely submerged in the lubricating oil,
and the temperature of the oil was measured with a thermom-
eter located in the oil bath several inches from the bearing
film.

In figure 10, a comparison is made of the esperimontal
distributions with those given by the short-bearing function
for the four tests tith the dinmetnil clenrance of 0.006 inch.
The agreement between experiment and theory was better
for these tests than for those with 0.002-inch diametral clenr-
ante. Calculations of capacity number, eccdricity ratio,
pressure distribution, attitude angle, peak-pressure angle,
and ~eak-pressureratio were made in the same manner as for
model 2. Some of the analytical and experimental quantities
are compared in the table below.

The experimental values of. peak-pressure ratio and pmk-
pressure angle for both clearances are compared with the
short-bearing analytical cties in figures 11 and 12. It may
be seen that the agreement between experiment and theory
is not so close for the 0.002-inch clearance as for the huger
clearance. In figure 10 it may be seen that the divergence
of the experimental and analytical pressuresis such that tho
analytical values represent an average of the experimental
values which are in some instances above md in some
instanw below the analytical ones.

Although the comparisons of the analytical quantities
with those by McKee and lMcKee are not so close as thoso
-ivith model 2, it may be seen from figure 10 that tho
agreement is reasonable as to order of magnitudo of pres-
sures and the shape of the pressure-distribution curves.

. . ‘z:i:-R*“+%“E&&tJgy-_::::: :::;:
Pmk-preSwOm , k.–-–-.. 3.Q6

.AImlytlcal vrdwof+ismemmd $rombadlInetolomtbmofzeivrmsmrewhiohthf=JretImDyc01nctde9V@ minlmnmElmtldo!amw.
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FIGURE33.—Eccentrioity ratiQplotted against Mmmerfeld number for
comparison of analytical curves.
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.

FmunE 34.—Eccentricity ratio plotted against attitude angle for com-
parison of anal.y-ticalc(uvm.

It is interesting to note that the region of pressuw below

atmospheric as shown experimentally is small enough to

be considered negligible as is assumed in the short-bearing
appro.sinmt<ion.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER analytical SOLUTIONS

In both the analytical work of Came~n and Wood (ref. 4)
and in the shorbberwing approximation of this report,
length-diameter ratio has been incorporated as an important
variablo in journal-bearing performance. For this reason,
a comparison is made in figures 33 to 35 of curves of eccen-

24

~---eron~d~~.~
Short-beorirq oppmimotion

wnerfeld (ref.7) ~
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FIGURE35.—Friction variable plotted against- Sommerfeld number for
comparison of analytical curves.

.

tricity ratio, attitude angle, and friction variable as given by

these analytical solutions. In addition, analytical curves

determined by Sommerfeld (ref. 7) for bearings without

endwise flow are also shown for comparison.

The differences in the analytical solutions lie in the basic

assumptions made in each case. Both the solution by

Cameron and Wood and the short-bearing approximation
assume a 180° ruptured film,,differ@ from the Sommerfeld
solution which assumes a continuous film of 360°. This
di@erence is of great influence as shown in the curves of
eccentricity ratio and attitude angle in figures 33 rmd 34;
the cnrve9 representing the two analytical solutions assuming
ruptured films are in reasonably good agreement but are
quite divergent f~m the solution depending upon a contin-
uous iilm.

An’ important diilerence between the solution by Cameron
and Wood and the shorhbearing solution is that the former
is based on a ruptured film whose extent depends upon the
Scnnmerfeld number, and the latter assumes that the rup-
tured film extends lSOOfor all values of the Sommerfeld
number. Another important difference is that the solution
by Cameron and Wood is exact mathematically in satisfying
Reynolds’ -equation (eq. (l)) whereas the short-bearing
solution is not because of the assumption of a linear veloci~
prdle in the circumferential direction of fluid flow. It is
interesting to note that the two solutions for eccentrici~
ratio and attitude angle are less divergent as Z/d becomes
smaller and appmaih each other as Z/d approaches zero.

The Sommerfeld solution crosses the lines for the short-
bearing solution, as shown in iigure 33, giving lower values
of eccentricity ratio at light loads and higher eccentricity
ratios than the short-bearing solution in the heavily loaded
region of low Sommerfeld numbers. Apparently the Som-
merfeld curve and the curves plotted from Cameron and
Wood points for ljd= co do not intersect as is indicated by
the two curves in iigure 33.

Figure 36 compares friction variable as given by the three
analytical solutions. Again the theory of Cameron and
Wood and the short-bear@ theory are in “close agreement

.

,
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on tie effect of Z/d ratios. Because the solution by Cameron
and Wood satisfiesReynolds’ equation, it shows a difference
in friction variable for the bearjng and for the journal as
shown in figure 35; the short-bearing solution does not in-
dicate this difference because of the assumed linear circum-
ferential iilrn velocity profile. For an Z/d greater than 1.0,
all solutions are well approximated by the I?etroff line at
the high Sommsrfeld numbers. It is interest@ that all
solutions assume a 360° h in det* the friction
variable. Apparently this assumption is valid from experi-
mental results..

An important feature of the Sommerfeld-solution and the
short-bearing solution is. that the solutions appear in equa-
tion form giving simple relationships among the bearing
variables in nondimensional quantities.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION .’

Figures 13 to 19 represent the principal results of tl&
investigation and include only the experimental data for
bemings of l/d ratios of 1, )4, and Z. All these data are in
useful agreement with the theoretid analysis. The data
for bearingg of l/d=2 which were not in satisfactory agree-
ment M shown in referenm 17 are not included. One of @e
simplifying asmrnptions limits the theoretical analysis to
bearings of short length, and it would be axpected that the
most satisfactory agreement tit% experiment would be in
the low l/d range. A relatively small amount of data were
taken at l/d=2 at a single speed of 500 rpm. The important.
techniques of determining the position of zero eccentricity,
of tdcing data at increasing and decreasing increments of
load, and of waiting for the condition of thermal equilibrium

“ were developed after the curves for l/d=2 were available for
study and were used in tests at Z/d= 1, % ~d %. Conclu-
sions in regard to application of the short-bearing approxi-
mation above l/d= 1 should be withheld until more data
are available.

ECCZNTZICITYRATIO

Although the data shown in figures 14 and 15 for journal
eccentricityy are considered to be in good a~greementwith
theory, the line through the experimental data lies slightly
above the theoreticrd line. Four factom which may have
contributed to this discrepancy are app~ent. .

First, the effect of inlet oil pressure is to raise the experi-
mental curve at low values of. n. The inlet oil preseire
apparently rLcteon sufficient area of the bear@ surface to
cause a load adding to the extern~ load. The effect of inlet
oil pressureis usually of minor importance because the ef7ect
of inlet oil pressureis relatively less with increasing load and
also because the value of n is not critical for bearings with
light load or large capacity numbers.

Second, disregarding machining imperfections of the parts,
the bending deflection of the shaft under load caused a depar-
ture from the ideal shape, especially in “the long journals.
At l/d=l, the journal itself was deflected to a parabolic
shape; in the case of the double journals of Z/d= Z and }4,the
journals were too short to be greatly bent, but, because the
journals were located to each side of the center of the load,

FIGmm 36.—Effect of error in bearing clearance mwurement on eccen-
tricity ratio and capacity number. Shown is amount whioh experim-
ental ourve changes based on assumption that aotual olemanco of
bearing is 10 percent larger than clearance measured by ‘@hLy”
method.

their axes wore tilted with respect to the bearing axis. Thus,
the experimental curve represents the average location of a
deflected journal for comparisonwith an ideal condition,

Third, the magnitude of the clearance both at room tempm-
ature and at elevated temperature is of major importance
in calculating eccentricity ratio. Ah error of 0.0001 inch in
the radial clearance would represent an error of nearly 10
percent of n and is proportional ton. Althoug~ the method
of measuring clearance by the play of the journal in the bem-
ing is considered the most accurate method, it is the minimum
clearance that is measured in this manner to the exclusion of
the valleys which may exist in the bearing. The actual aver-
age clearance is evidently greater if the valleys are included.

Fourth, the short-bearing appro.simationneglects the effect
of iilm pressure on the leakage flow in the circumferential
direction so th~t the experimental points should have a
slightly greater eccentricity than the theoretical curve. How-
ever, as shown in figares 14 and 15, the data for both J/d= 1
and Z/d=% were closer to the theoretical line than those for
lld= %, showing the experimental spread.

It is suggested that the experimental lines in figures 14 and
15 be used in place of the theoretical line to be on the safe
s}de. In p~ctice the clearance is usually stated as a tolor-
ance, and the effects of wear and thermal changes of clearance
and viscosi~ must also be considered.

As shown in figure 36, the location of the experimenkd
curve is very sensitive to an error in clearance, A 10-percent
increase in clearance would lower the experimental lino abou~
9 percent of ~ and also move the value of the capacity number
to the left by about 17 percent since the clearance term is
squared. ~ the data were recalwlated assuming n radial
clearance 10 percent larger, the experimental line would fall
almost exactly on the theoretical line. The recalculated line
would then pass through the point n=l.00 and CX=O.
Certainly the shaft toudms the bearing when the load is high
and the speed is zero, that is, n=l.00 when C%=O. With a
lo-percent increase in clearance, the spread of the datu in
iigure 14 would remain ahnost unchanged, but the maximum
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value of n reached by the data would fall from about 0.99 to
0.90. With the data ending at n=O.90 the line could easily
be faired through the point n= 1.00 at C~=O. It should also
be noticed that a 5-percent increase in clearance would also
permit fairii the curve across a similargap between n = 0.95
and n=l.00.

FRICTION

Two methods of plotting the same frktion data are shown
for comparison in figureE16 and 17. The common method.
of plotting friction consists in plotting numbers containing
the friction coefficientj on the vertical axis against the Som-
mcrfeld number S or capacity number 0, on the horizontal
axis as shown in fi&re 16. This results in a line which falls
toward the origin with increasing load, risii abruptly if
metallic contact begins. The use of the friction coefficient
has been described as misleading by several authora in that
the friction coefficient increaaeadirectly with S’ or C*, leading
to the thought that there are large changes in friction or
friction torque with comparable changes in load. Another
dficulty with this kind of plotting is that the values of the
friction coefficient are ditlicult to read ~ the interesting
region of high load since the data plot so near the origin.

To a~oid the above di5culties, the friction data are plotted
in the manner shown in figure’17 which consists of plotting
tho ratio of the frictional force at the bearing surface to the
Petroff no-load friction against the load number. This gives
the frictional force variations in direct relation to load. It
is to be noted that figure 17 shows the spread of the experi-
mental data more clearly, whereas the small spread at the
low end of the curve on figure 16 actually has the same per-
cent,of spread.

Figure ’17 permits a direct and easy prediction of friction
torque, eliminating the use of the friction coefficient. Figure
17 gives the percent increaae of friction wider load to be
applied to the well-known Petroff friction a~ no load which
introduces the main factors on which the friction depends.

It is interesting to note that, although the analysis is
concerned principally with the loaded 1800 of the bearing,
it arrives at the friction force by an integration of the shear-
ing stresses in the oil iihn over the full 3600. The experi-
mental data indicate that such a view of th? extent of the
oil tilrnis acceptable for estimating fiction. This also bears
out the view of Cameron and Wood (ref. 4)that the cavitahd
film on the unloaded side of the bearing behaves as an uncav-
itated film in Iaminar flow insofar as friction is concerned.
‘I’here is a possibility that the cool entering oil compensates
for the effects of cavitation.

At near zero load high inlet pressure produced values of
the friction which were considerably higher than the theoret-
ical vrdues. This may be associated with an internal load
caused by high inlet oil pressure as indicated in figure 17.

‘l?heoreticnlly, the shor~bearing approximation can make
no distinction between” bearing friction and journal friction
inasmuch as the velocity profile in the oil iilm is assumed
to be linear in the circumferential direction. Actually, a
difference is thought to exist which depends upon the couple
equal to Pe sin @ as already discussed.

on FLOW “

Two distrnct nondimensional terms have been used for
plotting the oil flow results, the oil number q. (fig. 18) and

the oil flow factor g (@. 19>. Although the oil flow number
used in figure 18 can be obtained spalytically, a nondi-
mensional number similar to this was suggested by Blok
in the discussion of the paper by Cameron and”Wood (ref. 4).

As shown in t@re 18, there is considerable variation of the
oil flow number, both above and below the line representing
theoretically required flow. Figure 19 is the result of plottiqg
the ratio of total oil flow to the theoretical flow, called oil
flow factor q, against the irdet-pressure capacity number.
While there is some spread of the points at the center of the
curve, the grouping of the points, especially at the ends, is
an invitation to draw a single line. ‘It should not be over-
looked that one of the points is nearly 100 percent off the
single-line curve, but there is a possibility of experimental
error in the more divergent points since the two worst points
are from a single run. This curve permits the total flow to
be predicted for Gy of the twt runs.

‘I’he flow issuing from the ends of the bearing in the 180°
of the converging tlrn is equal to the difference between the
amount of oil entering the wedge and that leaving the wedge
to circulate again. The difference also equals the amount of
oil flow theoretically required to maintain -the converging
wedge full. This amount is only a part of the total flow of the
bearing as measured experimentally, assuming the surplus
flow is positive. The diverging wedge is an area of low
pressure in the oil ~, and, if oil is present at the ends of
the bearing, the flow may be inward. However, if the oil
inlet pressure is -sticient, the flow from the 180° of the

diverging wedge will be positive, and it can be called the

surplus flow whatever its ,sign.

OILFLOW STARVATION

In i@re 18, some of the points representing the experi-

mental oil flow fall below the theoretically reqqired oil flow

line. TtIis is also shown in figure 19 by all points having a

flow factor less than 1 or an inlet prtie capacity number

greater than 0.12. This amount of oil flow can have either

of two meanings. First, a condition that can be called star-

vation is occurring if the flow entering the converging wedge

is less than that theoretically required. The second Possi-

bility is that the surplus flow is negative, which would mean

that oil is available around the ends of the bearing and is be-

ing drawn into the low-pressure area, thus adding to the sup-

ply of oil for the converging w-edge. In some te9t reaches

a bead of oil can be seen around the ends of the bearing at

low rotative speeds, while at higher speeds the bead of oil

is thrown clear.

men starvation actually occurs, it would apparently mean

that the ti thickness at the entrance of the converging

wedge is not completely fdled over the full length of the

bearing. As the oil flows through the wedge, it can be imag-

ined as spreading out leaving the entering corners unfll.led.

The5e are in a low-premure region of the oil ti where the

lack of oil would cause the least effect on the total load capac-
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ity. There is a possibility that this condition of oil starvation

is fairly common at the higher rot ative speeds if a single oil

hole is used without oil grooves.

In passing, itmay be of inter&t to note that the denom-

inator of the ratio denoting the oil flow number has some

physical significance. The denominator of the oil flow

number is equal to tlie theoretical flow of a bearing for the

special case when n= 1, that is, when the journal is touching
the benring.

The oil flow curves strictly apply only to the bearing under
test,having asmalloilirdet hole without grooves. The oil flow
data given by McKee (ref. 14) are in excellent agreement for
the singled-bole case and show the increase in oil flow ob-
tained by an s&I oil inlet groove. Figure 19 particularly
has the interesting possibility of applying to bearings of
other diameters.

USE OF CURVES -

Figures 15, 17, and 19 maybe used as charts to facilitate
rapid determination of the performance characteristics of a
bearing if the various items in the load number and inlet oil
pressure are knonn. The bearing clearance should be cor-
rected for’ thermal espansion. Upper and lower limits. of
benring clearance maybe used to simulate production toler-
ances and wear. The viscosity desired is that of the oil film
and was approsimated in these experiments from temperature

‘ readings of thermocouples embedded near the bearing surface
in the loaded area. If possible, the oil flow should be meas-
ured to determine a factor to be applied to the values of figure
19 to allow for the effects of variations bf oil groovirg, which
have not been determined experimentally -in this report.

If the operating temperature is known, the charts can be
used to estimate the operating conditions. The charts are
particularly useful to estimate the Offectsof various changes
on the bearing. Changes which affect the operating tempera-
ture, such as alteration of viscosity, oil flow, clearance, or
speed, require an approximation of the new equilibrium tem-
perature. The charts may be used on a new design, where
the bearing operating temperature is unknown, to determine
values at two or more arbitrsxy temperaturesrepresenting an
allowable temperature range.

HEAT-BALANCE DIAGRAM

The construction of a heat-balance diagram. as suggested
in figure 37 is aided considerably if an operating temperature
at a dif?erent set of conditions is already known, since some
of the unknowns can then be determined. The temperature
of a bearing will stabilize at a point where the heat gen-
erated balances the heat lost to the oil flow plus the heat lost.
by other means such as conduction, radiation, and convec-
tion. If calculations are made at two or more arbitrary
temperatures, a graphical solution similar to @e 37 can
then be made of heat generated and heat loss against assumed
temperature. A few points of the line representing other
heat losses will be needed. These points can be obtained
from similhr graphs on the same application for conditions
where the temperature is known. The equilibriuin tem-
perature of the bearing will be indicated by the point of

Iii
Ateot generated by frictirm (per fig. 17)

,.,

Effecf of other fk)w
unknown coolirq for Co!cuwom—

moling other

by other than
~oil flow (undetermined)

.

011 film temperature

FIGURE37.—Heat-balance curves for estimating equilibrium oil film
temperature.

intersection of the heat-generated and heat-diwipatcd’ lines

on this graph as illustrated in @we 37.

In high+peed, high-load applications where the ambient

temperature is high, it may be acceptable to assume tlmt a

high percentage of the heat is transferred to the oil. In this

case, the intersection point represents a limiting br maximum

temperature which will be rbduced slightly by the remaining

cooling. The heat-bahmce diagram shows the relative effect

of various assumed changes on bearing temperature, and a

useful approximation of bearing temperature can often be

reached even if complete information is lacking.

HEAT GENERATED BY PRICYION AND POWER LOSS

As already discussed, the couple caused by the eccentricity
of the load should theoretically be added to the beming-
fkiction torque to give the journal-friction torque. If the
bearing is stationary, it is the journal-friction torque which
shodd be used in estimating the rate of heat generation
and power loss. The data for computing the a.dditionrd
friction due to the horizontal eccentricity ratio nfi aro given
in figure 13.

HEATREMOVRDBYOILmOW

The heat removed by the oil flow is equal to the tempera-
ture rise times the flow rate in pounds per minute times the
speoilic heat of the oil. The oil flow estimated, using the
oil flow factor from figure 19, would be increased if oil grooves
were present. Some data on the increase are given by
lMcKe6 (fig. 19) and by Ch@on (ref. 18). Some e..peri-
mental data on the actual bearing or a similar benring would
be valuable.

MAXIMUMECCRNTRIUTY AT ENDS OF A BEARLNG

After the operating temperature of a bearing has been

determined by actual measurement, or by estimating it by
means of the heat-balance graph, the eccentricity ratio of a

theoretically straight shaft may be obtained from figure 14
or 15. Corrections may then be applied to estimate the
mtium eccentricity ratio at the ends of the bmring under
actual conditions.

In figures 14 and 15 either the experiment~l line or the
theoretical line may be used for predicting values of n: The
experimentalline gives values of n which are about 10 pcmcent
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(o)

1 ,Deflectd jwrl-ml oxis

(b)

I . Deflectd jml Oxis

Beorfnu OXiS\..

(c)
I

(a) Position of bearing in relation to journal for cases a and b.
(b) CnSOQ, journal ads parallel to bearing ati at center of bea+g.
(c) Case b, journal mis incfined to b-r~g afi at center of b~fig.

FIGURE38.—Wfect of deflection and mkdnement on eccentricity at
ends of bearing.

higher than those of the theoretical line and which would be
on the safe side. The higher values were based on clearance
measured by the play method which reads the minimum
clearrmcebetween the high spots on the shaft and the bear-
ing. If clearances in production are measured by ring and
plug gages, the eccentricity ratio might be nearly comparable
with the experimental data.

The theoretical line in figure 14 or 15 may be “used by
altering the value of the eccsntrici@ to allow for hills and
valleys or waviness in the surface. For example, if this in-
accuracy is 0.0001 inch in a bearing having c,= O.001 inch,
the allowance to be added is equivalent to an n value of
one-ninth of n.

The following considerations should be included in esti-
mating the eccentricity ridio in an a@al bearing:

(1) The clearance at operating temperature is often
considerably altered from that at room temperature, and the
plotted data me based on clearance at operating tempera-
ture.

(2) If the bearing is to be operated at very light load the
effect of additional load due to inlet oil pressure becomes
tippreciable.

(3) The radius of curvature of the shaft should be esti-
mated and the deflection at the ends of the bearing computed
relative to the center. The deflection can then be converted
to an n value by dividing by the radial clearance and the
result added to the chart value of n. Two cases arise (see
fig, 38):

(a) If the bearing axis and the journal axis are parallel at
the center of the bearing, four-fifths of the deflection should
be converted to an n value and added to the chart-value of n.
Aesnming that the deflection curve is a fourth-degree par&-
ola, the eccentricity ratio will be decreased one-fifth at the
center and increased four-iifthe at the ends, which corre-
sponds to the method used in obtaining the curves.

(b) If the journal ti is at an angle to the bearing axis
at the bearing center, the slope of the deflection curve will
give a. change in displacement from the center to one end.
The full value of this figure should be converted to an n
value and added tq the chart value of n to correspond to the
method used in obtaining the charts.

(4) Similar methods of estimating the increase in eccen-
tricity ratio at the ends of the bearing should be applied for
misalinement caused by differenws in thermal e.spansion of
the bearing supports and for machining or assembly toler-
ances. If poesible the bearing supports should be d-esigned
so that their deflection counteracts the deflection of the
shaft, and a correction for this can be introduced.

The resulting estimated eccentricity ratio at the ends of
the bearing is a point considerably above the chart value
shown by figure 14 or 15. A series of similar points- at
diflerent loads would give a line represent&mn at the ends
of the bearing comparable with the theoretical curve. The
difference M eccentricity ratio between the center and the
ends of the bear@ increases with bearing length and
decreases with an increase in bearing clearance.

It should be noted that the above procedure for deter-
mining the eccentricity ratio at the end of a bearing consti-
tutes a quantitative method for evaluation of the effect of
misal.irmmenton a. bearing, if the angle is known.

PRACPICAL LIMITSOFECCENTRIUTYRATIO

The operating limit of a bearing is evidently determined
by the mtiti value of the eccentricity ratio at any point
within the bearing, and, if the bearing and journrd are truo
cylinders, this occurs at the ends of the beari~~. Soft
bearing materials will evidently wear-in or accommodate
themselves to a stable running condition, the bearing surface
then beeoming a c~ved surface similar to the deflected
journal surface. In this case it is the change in deflection
with ? sudden increase in load which becomes important
rather than the total deflection. However, if the eccen-
tricity at the ends allows a suitable reserve of n value for
overload, grit in the oil, machining and thermal -mriations,
and so forth, little diilicnlty or wear should occur dm%g
runqing. Practical values of n can best be determined by
comparison with values ,fiom well-proven desieas of a
similar character.

It is probable, although it has not been investigated experi-
mentally, that a correlation exists between the eccentricity
at the ends of the bearing as predicted above and the oper-
ating conditions at the point of the hook in fiction curves.
It has already been found using an earlierbabbitt bear~~ in
the machine used’in the present investigation that the hook
point will progress toward more severe conditions with con-
tinued running, the’iiret hook possibly be~~ of a very short
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duration. This is an example of the ability of babbitt to
conform to a deflected journal, a sudden change in deflection
causing a temporary hook point.

MEANING OF LOAD NUMBER

The load number or the capacity number can be written in
several diiferent forms by manipulating the arrangement of
the terms. In the expression for 0., canceling the diameter
term in numerator and denominator gives one interesting
esmession.

(34)

and substituting the tatal load P ow.r H for the unit load on
projected mea p’ produces other forms:

c.=w)’=-$w (35)

All of the relatio& are limited to the range of Z/dfrom ~ to
1 which have thus far been investigated experimentally.
The range in which these_relations are true is also consider-
ably limited by the increased deflection of a smallerdiameter.
Perhaps the most important consideration neglected in these
theoretical relations is the ef7ect on viscosity that might
result from a change in the bearing temperature.

Equation (34) indicates that the capacity number and the
eccentricity ratio of a given bearing are independent of bear-
ing diameter if the unit loading and the bearing clearance=are
held constant. This is to be interpreted to mean that, for a
small increase in diameter, the bearing clearance must be
constmt if the increasedbearing area at the same unit bearing
loading is to be taken advantage of. Large increases in
diameter usually require some increase in bearing clearance
for thermal expansion or contraction.

Equation (35) indicates that the capacity number and the
eccentricity ratio of a bearing are indepmdent of the diameter
if the bearing cle~ame is made proportional to the square
root of the diameter, the t@al load being constant. This
rate of increase in clearance may approximate manufacturing
requirements in some instances.

Rearranging the terms in equation (35),

()p=l!$l’ ‘: ‘;
s

(36)

(37)

Equation (36) indicates that if a constant ratio of diameter
to clearance is maintained the total load is invemely propor-
tional to the altimeter if the capaci~ number &d other vari-
ables are constant.

Equation (37) indicates that if a constant ratio of diameter
to clearance is maintained the total load is inversely propor-
tional to the cleurun.ce if the capaci@ number and other
variables are constant.

The verb~ statements for both equations (36) and (37)
are identical except for the change of the italicized words,

where diameter is exchanged for clearance. It is to bo
noted that a proportionality has been assumed to axist be-

tween the two factors.

It may be hard to believe that the total load varies in-

vemely as the diameter at a constant clenrance ratio, but the

area can be considered to increase as the first power of the

diameter in the numerator, while the Z/d term changes as the

second power of the diameter in the denominator. Holding

the capacity ntiber and n constant with increasing diametm

may be unnecessarily severe, since this results in an increase

in minimnm oil f3hn thickness if the chmranceratio is constant.

Equations (34) and (35) indicate that the unit load is pro-

portional to ~ and the total load, to P for a given capacity

number, if other variables are constant.

CIRCUMPEIZENTl&OIL GROOVES

The effect of a single circumferential oil groove around

the center of a bearing may be analyzed by the use of the

above equations. Circumferential oil grooves are occasion-

ally used to prevent the scratching which maybe caused by

abrasive grit lodged in the edge of a simple oil inlet hole,

Case I,—Consider a bearing of J/d of 1 or lqss with a nrw-

row oil groove 3600 around the bearing in ‘the center so that
it becomes two bearings side by side. Referring to equation
(34), if the area of the oil groove is neglected, the unit load
p’ is the same in each case. The l/d ratio is one-half its
former value, and p, N’, and cd are constant. Therefore,
C* for the bearing with an oil groove is one-fowth its formor
value. This means that the effeot of the oil groove on
eccentricity ratio and oil film thickness would be similar to
increasing the load four times. To eliminate uncertainty in
regard to a $wc-to-one error in the above, the result may be
checked by a form of the equation including the total load
P such as equation (35). l’or the bearing with the oil groovo

each half carries half the load, or P/2:

()
/N’ d 1 a

L’ —— — – =Onefourth of original value
P .c*2 2

5

Case II.-If the origimd bearing had an Z/d ratio of 2 or
more, so that each half had J/d >1, these equations would
not apply. In this case, a central oil groove is less harmful
and may be beneficial by increasing oil flow and resistrmco
to scratching. “

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be drawn from the results
of the investigation of a shorhbearing approximation for full
jomnal bearings:

1. The shorkbtig approximation yields equations which
give simplified relationships among the bearing variables,
yielding single line curves when plotted against the non- ‘
dimensional load number.

2. The shorbbearing approximation and the Sommerfekl
equations. for long bearings may be considered as similar
types of solution based on difbrent assumptions, and each
has a range of length~ameter ratios in which it is useful.
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3. After correction for shaft-deflection and bearing-clear-
ance changes at running temperature, the experimental data
obtained at length-diameter ratios of 1, %, and Z on a 1%
inch-diameter bearing m-ein good agreement with the short-
beming theory. Conclusions in regard to a lengthdiameter
ratio of 2 should be withheld until additional data are avail-
able.

4. The elastic deflection of the shaft has a considerable
effect on the eccentricity ratio at high loads and increasdsthe
eccentricity ratio at the ends of the bearing.

5. The method of predicting eccentricity ratio at the ends
of L bearing constitutes a m&hod for quantitative evaluation
of the effect of angular misalinement and elastic deflection
on full journal bearings.

6. The experimental curves establish the use of the load
number as a basic nondimensional variable for plain bearings
whose length-diameter ratio is equal to or less than 1. The
reciprocal of the load number is equal to the Sommerfeld
number times the square of the length-diameter ratio.

7. Tlm form of the load number indicates that in the range
of length-diameter ratios of 1 or less and neglecting deflection
and temperatum changes:

(a) The eccentricity ratio is independent of diameter if
the running clearance vark as the square root of the di-
ameter, the total load being constant

(b) The eccentricity ratio is independent of diameter if.
the unit load and the running clearance are constant

(c) The total load capacity varies inversely with either
the diameter or the clearance if the diameter-clearance
ratio and the eccentricity ratio areconstant

(d) The unit load varies as the length squared and the
total load, as the length cubed for constant values of load
number and other variables
8. The plot of friction ratio against load number shows the

increase of friction with load as a single line, in relation to the
friction at no load.

9. The oil flow characteristics of a bmri~~ are reduced to
a singldine function of oil flow factor against inlet-prwsure
capacity number for bearings whose lmgth-diameter ratio
is 1 or less.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY,
ITHACA, ~. Y., June 12,1968.

.

APPENDIX .

INTEGRATIONS OF TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS IN EQCfATIONS (14) AND (14a)

For equation (14):

J J
Wnsint?costldt? z Cos o n sin Odtl

o (1+?2 Cos0)3 = o (1 +n cos O)x(l +n cm O)*

Substituting
Cos e

(1 +n cos O)=;–n(l +; cos 13)

then

H

rl 1

1

n sin tld%
o i—n (1 +n cos O) (1 +n C03 0)2-

1

J
r—nsinOdO. –n stn ‘do,+; so (1 +n cos @)’

‘—; o (1 +n cos 0)

[

1’

1[ 1
1“

= n(l+n cos 0) o— 2n(l+n cos 0)2

[
11 1

1[
1 1 1——

2n (l–n)* (l+-n)‘L ~)—~ ‘— $1
2n2

‘–(l–n~q

For equntion (14a):

J J
r nsin= ode ‘.

o (1 +n cos 0)3=— o ‘m ‘X(;$nyo$$s

By using

u=sin 19

du=cos ode

1
‘=–2(l+ncos O)2

and if

[

sin e
1“=0

2(1+n cos 0)2 o z

then

[
sine

IS
T1 s cos ode

2(1 +n cos 0)% o‘Z o (1 +n cos 0)2

J
lr CosOde= ——
2 0 (1 +n cos 0)’

1

Jr
‘1 1

1
de= ——

2 0 ;—n(l +n cos 0) (1 +n cos 0)

1

J
r,. —— ‘0 +~J” ‘e2n o (1 +n cos O) 2n o (1 +n cos 0)’

Using Sommerfdd’s substitutions

do= (1 —7P)1J2
(l–n cos a) ‘a

and
1—ni

1‘n Cos 0=(1 –n cos a)
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then

1

J
“(l—7FY%X(MCosa)‘X o (1 —n cos a) (l–n? + ‘ “

1

J

= (1–7L~’/’daX(l –n cos d)’

% o (1 —ncos a) (1–n~’

1

Jrda+
‘—2n (l—n~llz o

~n ~1~n93,2Jo= (1 –“n cos a) da

n-

‘—~n(l—n~u2‘2n(lL~3/z

an

‘2(1 —n?)gfz
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TABLE I.—SAMPLE LOG SHEET FOR JOURNAL DISPLACEMENT RUN USING SAE 10 OIL WITH Z/d=;, N=5,000 RPM, AND
pO-lOO’ POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
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TABLE IL-SAMPLE LOG SHEET FOR FRICTION AND OIL FLOW RUN USING SAE 10 OIL wITH Z/d-1, N-1,000 RPAi, AND

“ P.=1OO POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
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TABLE 111.—SAMPLE CALCULATION SHEET FOR JOURNAL DISPLACEMENTS USING SHAFT lVITH TTVO JOURNALS AND

SAE 10 OIL W’ITH ;=$ N=5,000 RPM, AND PO=1OC) POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
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TABLE IV.-SAMPLE CALCULATION SHEET FOR FRICTION AND
Z/d=l, lV=1,000 RPM, AND pe=loo POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH

●

FOR AERONAUTICS

OIL FLOW USING SAE 10 OIL WITH
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